How to assess liver function?
The liver comprises a multitude of parenchymal and nonparenchymal cells with diverse metabolic, hemodynamic and immune functions. Available monitoring options consist of 'static' laboratory parameters, quantitative tests of liver function based on clearance, elimination or metabolite formation and scores, most notably the 'model for end-stage liver disease'. This review aims at balancing conventional markers against 'dynamic' tests in the critically ill. There is emerging evidence that conventional laboratory markers, most notably bilirubin, and the composite model for end-stage liver disease are superior to assess cirrhosis and their acute decompensation, while dynamic tests provide information in the absence of preexisting liver disease. Bilirubin and plasma disappearance rate of indocyanine green reflecting static and dynamic indicators of excretory dysfunction prognosticate unfavorable outcome, both, in the absence and presence of chronic liver disease better than other functions or indicators of injury. Although dye excretion is superior to conventional static parameters in the critically ill, it still underestimates impaired canalicular transport, an increasingly recognized facet of excretory dysfunction. Progress has been made in the last year to weigh static and dynamic tests to monitor parenchymal liver functions, whereas biomarkers to assess nonparenchymal functions remain largely obscure.